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PHP & MySQL: Novice to Ninja - Tom Butler 2017-10-26
PHP & MySQL: Novice to Ninja, 6th Edition is a hands-on guide to
learning all the tools, principles, and techniques needed to build a fully
functional application using PHP & MySQL. Comprehensively updated to
cover PHP 7 and modern best practice, this practical and fun book covers
everything from installing PHP and MySQL through to creating a
complete online content management system. You'll learn how to: Install
PHP & MySQL on Windows, Mac OS X, or Linux Gain a thorough
understanding of PHP syntax Use object oriented programming
techniques Master database design principles and SQL Develop robust
websites that can handle high levels of traffic Build a working content
management system (CMS) And much more!
PHP Advanced and Object-Oriented Programming - Larry Ullman
2012-09-13
Readers can take their PHP skills to the next level with this fully revised
and updated PHP Advanced: Visual QuickPro Guide, Third Edition! Filled
with fourteen chapters of step-by-step content and written by bestselling
author and PHP programmer Larry Ullman, this guide teaches specific
topics in direct, focused segments, shows how PHP is used in real-world
applications. The book teaches developing web applications using
advanced PHP techniques and advanced database concepts, and this
edition offers several chapters devoted to object-oriented programming
and all-new chapters on debugging, testing, and performance and using
the Zend framework. Author hosts a popular companion website at
www.larryullman.com, where readers can freely download code used in
the book, access a user forum and book updates, and get advice directly
from the author.
PHP and MySQL Web Development - Luke Welling 2008-10-01
PHP and MySQL Web Development, Fourth Edition The definitive guide
to building database-drive Web applications with PHP and MySQL and
MySQL are popular open-source technologies that are ideal for quickly
developing database-driven Web applications. PHP is a powerful
scripting language designed to enable developers to create highly
featured Web applications quickly, and MySQL is a fast, reliable
database that integrates well with PHP and is suited for dynamic
Internet-based applications. PHP and MySQL Web Development shows
how to use these tools together to produce effective, interactive Web
applications. It clearly describes the basics of the PHP language, explains
how to set up and work with a MySQL database, and then shows how to
use PHP to interact with the database and the server. The fourth edition
of PHP and MySQL Web Development has been thoroughly updated,
revised, and expanded to cover developments in PHP 5 through version
5.3, such as namespaces and closures, as well as features introduced in
MySQL 5.1. This is the eBook version of the title. To gain access to the
contents on the CD bundled with the printed book, please register your
product at informit.com/register
Object Design Style Guide - Matthias Noback 2019-12-23
”Demystifies object-oriented programming, and lays out how to use it to
design truly secure and performant applications.” —Charles Soetan,
Plum.io Key Features Dozens of techniques for writing object-oriented
code that’s easy to read, reuse, and maintain Write code that other
programmers will instantly understand Design rules for constructing
objects, changing and exposing state, and more Examples written in an
instantly familiar pseudocode that’s easy to apply to Java, Python, C#,
and any object-oriented language Purchase of the print book includes a
free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.
About The Book Well-written object-oriented code is easy to read, modify,
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and debug. Elevate your coding style by mastering the universal best
practices for object design presented in this book. These clearly
presented rules, which apply to any OO language, maximize the clarity
and durability of your codebase and increase productivity for you and
your team. In Object Design Style Guide, veteran developer Matthias
Noback lays out design rules for constructing objects, defining methods,
and much more. All examples use instantly familiar pseudocode, so you
can follow along in the language you prefer. You’ll go case by case
through important scenarios and challenges for object design and then
walk through a simple web application that demonstrates how different
types of objects can work together effectively. What You Will Learn
Universal design rules for a wide range of objects Best practices for
testing objects A catalog of common object types Changing and exposing
state Test your object design skills with exercises This Book Is Written
For For readers familiar with an object-oriented language and basic
application architecture. About the Author Matthias Noback is a
professional web developer with nearly two decades of experience. He
runs his own web development, training, and consultancy company
called “Noback’s Office.” Table of Contents: 1 ¦ Programming with
objects: A primer 2 ¦ Creating services 3 ¦ Creating other objects 4 ¦
Manipulating objects 5 ¦ Using objects 6 ¦ Retrieving information 7 ¦
Performing tasks 8 ¦ Dividing responsibilities 9 ¦ Changing the behavior
of services 10 ¦ A field guide to objects 11 ¦ Epilogue
Object-Orientation, Abstraction, and Data Structures Using Scala - Mark
C. Lewis 2017-01-06
Praise for the first edition: "The well-written, comprehensive book...[is]
aiming to become a de facto reference for the language and its features
and capabilities. The pace is appropriate for beginners; programming
concepts are introduced progressively through a range of examples and
then used as tools for building applications in various domains, including
sophisticated data structures and algorithms...Highly recommended.
Students of all levels, faculty, and professionals/practitioners. —D.
Papamichail, University of Miami in CHOICE Magazine Mark Lewis’
Introduction to the Art of Programming Using Scala was the first
textbook to use Scala for introductory CS courses. Fully revised and
expanded, the new edition of this popular text has been divided into two
books. Object-Orientation, Abstraction, and Data Structures Using Scala,
Second Edition is intended to be used as a textbook for a second or third
semester course in Computer Science. The Scala programming language
provides powerful constructs for expressing both object orientation and
abstraction. This book provides students with these tools of object
orientation to help them structure solutions to larger, more complex
problems, and to expand on their knowledge of abstraction so that they
can make their code more powerful and flexible. The book also illustrates
key concepts through the creation of data structures, showing how data
structures can be written, and the strengths and weaknesses of each one.
Libraries that provide the functionality needed to do real programming
are also explored in the text, including GUIs, multithreading, and
networking. The book is filled with end-of-chapter projects and exercises,
and the authors have also posted a number of different supplements on
the book website. Video lectures for each chapter in the book are also
available on YouTube. The videos show construction of code from the
ground up and this type of "live coding" is invaluable for learning to
program, as it allows students into the mind of a more experienced
programmer, where they can see the thought processes associated with
the development of the code. About the Authors Mark Lewis is an
Associate Professor at Trinity University. He teaches a number of
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different courses, spanning from first semester introductory courses to
advanced seminars. His research interests included simulations and
modeling, programming languages, and numerical modeling of rings
around planets with nearby moons. Lisa Lacher is an Assistant Professor
at the University of Houston, Clear Lake with over 25 years of
professional software development experience. She teaches a number of
different courses spanning from first semester introductory courses to
graduate level courses. Her research interests include Computer Science
Education, Agile Software Development, Human Computer Interaction
and Usability Engineering, as well as Measurement and Empirical
Software Engineering.
Learning PHP Data Objects - Dennis Popel 2007-08-30
A Beginner's Guide to PHP Data Objects, Database Connection
Abstraction Library for PHP 5
HaXe 2 Beginner's Guide - Benjamin Dasnois 2011-07-26
Develop exciting applications with this multi-platform programming
language.
Learning PHP 7 - Antonio Lopez 2016-03-29
Learn the art of PHP programming through this example-rich book filled
to the brim with tutorials every PHP developer needs to know About This
Book Set up the PHP environment and get started with web
programming Leverage the potential of PHP for server-side
programming, memory management, and object-oriented programming
(OOP) This book is packed with real-life examples to help you implement
the concepts as you learn Who This Book Is For If you are a web
developer or programmer who wants to create real-life web applications
using PHP 7, or a beginner who wants to get started with PHP 7
programming, this book is for you. Prior knowledge of PHP, PHP 7, or
programming is not mandatory. What You Will Learn Set up a server on
your machine with PHP Use PHP syntax with the built-in server to create
apps Apply the OOP paradigm to PHP to write richer code Use MySQL to
manage data in your web applications Create a web application from
scratch using MVC Add tests to your web application and write testable
code Use an existing PHP framework to build and manage your
applications Build REST APIs for your PHP applications Test the behavior
of web applications with Behat In Detail PHP is a great language for
building web applications. It is essentially a server-side scripting
language that is also used for general purpose programming. PHP 7 is
the latest version with a host of new features, and it provides major
backwards-compatibility breaks. This book begins with the fundamentals
of PHP programming by covering the basic concepts such as variables,
functions, class, and objects. You will set up PHP server on your machine
and learn to read and write procedural PHP code. After getting an
understanding of OOP as a paradigm, you will execute MySQL queries on
your database. Moving on, you will find out how to use MVC to create
applications from scratch and add tests. Then, you will build REST APIs
and perform behavioral tests on your applications. By the end of the
book, you will have the skills required to read and write files, debug, test,
and work with MySQL. Style and approach This book begins with the
basics that all PHP developers use every day and then dives deep into
detailed concepts and tricks to help you speed through development. You
will be able to learn the concepts by performing practical tasks and
implementing them in your daily activities, all at your own pace.
Pentaho Data Integration Beginner's Guide - María Carina Roldán
2013-10-24
This book focuses on teaching you by example. The book walks you
through every aspect of Pentaho Data Integration, giving systematic
instructions in a friendly style, allowing you to learn in front of your
computer, playing with the tool. The extensive use of drawings and
screenshots make the process of learning Pentaho Data Integration easy.
Throughout the book, numerous tips and helpful hints are provided that
you will not find anywhere else.This book is a must-have for software
developers, database administrators, IT students, and everyone involved
or interested in developing ETL solutions, or, more generally, doing any
kind of data manipulation. Those who have never used Pentaho Data
Integration will benefit most from the book, but those who have, they will
also find it useful.This book is also a good starting point for database
administrators, data warehouse designers, architects, or anyone who is
responsible for data warehouse projects and needs to load data into
them.
PHP Objects, Patterns and Practice - Matt Zandstra 2010-12-28
This book takes you beyond the PHP basics to the enterprise
development practices used by professional programmers. Updated for
PHP 5.3 with new sections on closures, namespaces, and continuous
integration, this edition will teach you about object features such as
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abstract classes, reflection, interfaces, and error handling. You’ll also
discover object tools to help you learn more about your classes, objects,
and methods. Then you’ll move into design patterns and the principles
that make patterns powerful. You’ll learn both classic design patterns
and enterprise and database patterns with easy-to-follow examples.
Finally, you’ll discover how to put it all into practice to help turn great
code into successful projects. You’ll learn how to manage multiple
developers with Subversion, and how to build and install using Phing and
PEAR. You’ll also learn strategies for automated testing and building,
including continuous integration. Taken together, these three
elements—object fundamentals, design principles, and best
practices—will help you develop elegant and rock-solid systems.
FUNDAMENTALS OF OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE - M. N. RAO
2014-09-16
Free Open Source Software have been growing enormously in the field of
information technology. Open Source Software (OSS) is a software
whose source code is accessible for alteration or enrichment by other
programmers. This book gives a detailed analysis of open source
software and their fundamentals, and so is meant for the beginners who
want to learn and write programs using Open Source Software. It also
educates on how to download and instal these open source free software
in the system.The topics covered in the book broadly aims to develop
familiar Open Source Software (OSS) associated with database, web
portal and scientific application development. Software platforms like,
Android, MySQL, PHP, Python, PERL, Grid Computing, and Open Source
Cloud, and their applications are explained through various examples
and programs. The platforms like OSS and Linux are also introduced in
the book. Recapitulation given at the end of each chapter enables the
readers to take a quick revision of the topics. Numerous examples in the
form of programs are given to enable the students to understand the
theoretical concepts and their applicative knowledge. The book is an
introductory textbook on Open Source Software (OSS) for the
undergraduate students of Computer Science Engineering (CSE) and
postgraduate students of Computer Application (MCA). Salient Features
The procedure for installing software (Linux, Android, PHP, MySQL, Perl,
and Python) both in Linux and Windows operating systems are discussed
in the book.• Numerous worked out example programs are introduced.•
Inclusion of several questions drawn from previous question papers in
chapter-end exercises.
Learn PHP 8 - Steve Prettyman 2020-10-11
Write solid, secure, object-oriented code in the new PHP 8. In this book
you will create a complete three-tier application using a natural process
of building and testing modules within each tier. This practical approach
teaches you about app development and introduces PHP features when
they are actually needed rather than providing you with abstract theory
and contrived examples. In Learn PHP 8, programming examples take
advantage of the newest PHP features; you’ll follow a learn-by-doing
approach, which provides you with complete coding examples. “Do It”
exercises in each chapter provide the opportunity to make adjustments
to the example code. The end-of-chapter programming exercises allow
you to develop your own applications using the algorithms demonstrated
in the chapter. Each tier is logically and physically separated using
object-oriented and dependency injection techniques, thus allowing
independent tiers that can be updated with little or no effect on the other
tiers. In addition to teaching good programming practices through OOP,
there is a strong emphasis on creating secure code. As each chapter is
completed, you’ll have the opportunity to design and create an
application reinforcing the concepts learned. What You Will Learn
Program PHP 8 web applications Use interfaces, containers, and
platforms Apply modular programming Manage data objects and use
MySQL and other databases Work with multi-functional and secure user
interfaces Handle logging exceptions and more Who This Book Is For
Those new to web development, specifically PHP programming. Also, this
book can be useful to those who have some PHP/web development
experience who are new to PHP 8.
Web Database Applications with PHP and MySQL - Hugh E. Williams
2002
Combines language tutorials with application design advice to cover the
PHP server-side scripting language and the MySQL database engine.
PHP Arrays - Steve Prettyman 2016-12-19
Gain an in-depth understanding of PHP 7 arrays. After a quick overview
of PHP 7, each chapter concentrates on single, multi-dimensional,
associative, and object arrays. PHP Arrays is a first of its kind book using
PHP 7 that demonstrates inserting, appending, updating, and deleting
array data. This book also covers validation methods to insure that the
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data provided by a user is good before the data is entered into an array.
You’ll see how PHP 7 try/catch modules are used to capture exceptions
and errors that may be caused by invalid data. The code examples
demonstrate common real-world scenarios. Moreover, examples of every
PHP 7 array function (over 75) are demonstrated. The appendix provides
a two-dimensional array case study on the logical design of a checkers
game. PHP Arrays answers the following questions: Why do we need
arrays? When do we need to use arrays? Are arrays efficient? Can arrays
reduce coding time? When do you use multi-dimensional and associative
arrays? What is an object array? What You'll Learn Handle array data
from an HTML form Manage array data from a text file Deal with array
data from a MySQL database Who This Book Is For Experienced PHP
programmers or web developers using PHP.
PHP and MongoDB Web Development Beginner¿s Guide - Rubayeet
Islam 2011-11-25
Annotation With the rise of Web 2.0, the need for a highly scalable
database, capable of storing diverse user-generated content is
increasing. MongoDB, an open-source, non-relational database has
stepped up to meet this demand and is being used in some of the most
popular websites in the world. MongoDB is one of the NoSQL databases
which is gaining popularity for developing PHP Web 2.0 applications.PHP
and MongoDB Web Development Beginners Guide is a fast-paced, handson guide to get started with web application development using PHP and
MongoDB. The book follows a Code first, explain later approach, using
practical examples in PHP to demonstrate unique features of MongoDB.
It does not overwhelm you with information (or starve you of it), but
gives you enough to get a solid practical grasp on the concepts.The book
starts by introducing the underlying concepts of MongoDB. Each chapter
contains practical examples in PHP that teache specific features of the
database.The book teaches you to build a blogging application, handle
user sessions and authentication, and perform aggregation with
MapReduce. You will learn unique MongoDB features and solve
interesting problems like real-time analytics, location-aware web apps
etc. You will be guided to use MongoDB alongside MySQL to build a
diverse data back-end.With its concise coverage of concepts and
numerous practical examples, PHP and MongoDB Web Development
Beginners Guide is the right choice for the PHP developer to get started
with learning MongoDB.
PHP - Alexander Clyde 2019-07-05
★★Buy the Paperback Version of this Book and get the Kindle Book
version for FREE ★★ Are You Ready To Learn And Start Programming
With PHP In 2 Hours? This book includes several sample codes, which
have been provided to give you the real-world programming experience.
Go ahead and execute these codes for a better learning experience. The
author has an easy and fun style of writing that teaches you PHP in a
simple, matter of fact manner while showing you the most common uses
of the commands you need to get the job done. This keeps your learning
pace quick and uncluttered.Besides this, you may also try variations of
code because the best way to learn a programming language is by
writing programs in it. We wish you a fruitful experience. Happy Coding!
If you have a working knowledge of HTML, the authors' many style tips
and practical programming advice will help you become a top-notch PHP
programmer. A BRIEF HISTORY OF PHP WHAT IS PHP? PHP
FUNCTIONS WHAT CAN PHP DO? Part 1 PHP and programming of
functions WHAT DO I NEED? HYPERTEXT MARKING LANGUAGE YOUR
FIRST PAGE WITH PHP DEAL WITH FORMS Use the old code in new
versions of PHP General installation considerations Part 2 STYLE GUIDE
FOR PHP CODING RULES AND PHP CODE GUIDELINES CODING
STYLE GUIDE DATA CODING: A UTF-8 GUIDE FOR PHP AND MYSQL
Topics Covered- Get an overview of what's possible with PHP programs
Learn language fundamentals, including data types, variables, operators,
and flow control statements Understand functions, strings, arrays, and
objects Apply common web application techniques, such as form
processing, data validation, session tracking, and cookies Interact with
relational databases like MySQL or NoSQL databases such as MongoDB
Generate dynamic images, create PDF files, and parse XML files Learn
secure scripts, error handling, performance tuning, and other advanced
topics. Get a quick reference to PHP core functions and standard
extensions Get this book now to learn more about PHP
Programming PHP - Rasmus Lerdorf 2002-03-26
Explains how to use the open source scripting language to process and
validate forms, track sessions, generate dynamic images, create PDF
files, parse XML files, create secure scripts, and write C language
extensions.
Modern PHP - Josh Lockhart 2015-02-16
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PHP is experiencing a renaissance, though it may be difficult to tell with
all of the outdated PHP tutorials online. With this practical guide, you’ll
learn how PHP has become a full-featured, mature language with objectorientation, namespaces, and a growing collection of reusable
component libraries. Author Josh Lockhart—creator of PHP The Right
Way, a popular initiative to encourage PHP best practices—reveals these
new language features in action. You’ll learn best practices for
application architecture and planning, databases, security, testing,
debugging, and deployment. If you have a basic understanding of PHP
and want to bolster your skills, this is your book. Learn modern PHP
features, such as namespaces, traits, generators, and closures Discover
how to find, use, and create PHP components Follow best practices for
application security, working with databases, errors and exceptions, and
more Learn tools and techniques for deploying, tuning, testing, and
profiling your PHP applications Explore Facebook’s HVVM and Hack
language implementations—and how they affect modern PHP Build a
local development environment that closely matches your production
server
Learn PHP 7 - Steve Prettyman 2015-12-29
This new book on PHP 7 introduces writing solid, secure, object-oriented
code in the new PHP 7: you will create a complete three-tier application
using a natural process of building and testing modules within each tier.
This practical approach teaches you about app development and
introduces PHP features when they are actually needed rather than
providing you with abstract theory and contrived examples. In Learn
PHP 7, programming examples take advantage of the newest PHP
features, including enhanced password encryption using password_hash.
This book takes a learn-by-doing approach, providing you with complete
coding examples. "Do It" exercises in each chapter provide the
opportunity to make adjustments to the example code. The end of
chapter programming exercises allow you to develop your own
applications using the algorithms demonstrated in the chapter. Each tier
is logically and physically separated using object-oriented and
dependency injection techniques, thus allowing independent tiers that
can be updated with little or no effect on the other tiers. In addition to
teaching good programming practices through OOP, there is a strong
emphasis on creating secure code. As each chapter is completed, the
reader is provide the opportunity to design and create an application
reinforcing the concepts learned.
Object-oriented Programming with PHP5 - Hasin Hayder 2007
This book explains how to take full advantage of PHP a™s OOP features
in simple language. It contains plentiful examples to help you to
understand OOP. From Beginners to Intermediate Users of PHP5
PHP: A BEGINNER'S GUIDE - Vikram Vaswani 2008-08-31
Essential Skills--Made Easy! Learn how to build dynamic, data-driven
Web applications using PHP. Covering the latest release of this crossplatform, open-source scripting language, PHP: A Beginner's Guide
teaches you how to write basic PHP programs and enhance them with
more advanced features such as MySQL and SQLite database
integration, XML input, and third-party extensions. This fast-paced
tutorial provides one-stop coverage of software installation, language
syntax and data structures, flow control routines, built-in functions, and
best practices. Designed for Easy Learning: Key Skills & Concepts--Lists
of specific skills covered in the chapter Ask the Expert--Q&A sections
filled with bonus information and helpful tips Try This--Hands-on
exercises that show how to apply your skills Notes--Extra information
related to the topic being covered Tips--Helpful reminders or alternate
ways of doing things Cautions--Errors and pitfalls to avoid Self-Tests-Chapter-ending quizzes to test your knowledge Annotated Syntax-Example code with commentary that describes the programming
techniques being illustrated
Learning PHP, MySQL & JavaScript - Robin Nixon 2018-05-09
Build interactive, data-driven websites with the potent combination of
open source technologies and web standards, even if you have only basic
HTML knowledge. In this update to this popular hands-on guide, you’ll
tackle dynamic web programming with the latest versions of today’s core
technologies: PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, CSS, HTML5, and key jQuery
libraries. Web designers will learn how to use these technologies
together and pick up valuable web programming practices along the
way—including how to optimize websites for mobile devices. At the end
of the book, you’ll put everything together to build a fully functional
social networking site suitable for both desktop and mobile browsers.
Explore MySQL, from database structure to complex queries Use the
MySQLi extension, PHP’s improved MySQL interface Create dynamic
PHP web pages that tailor themselves to the user Manage cookies and
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sessions and maintain a high level of security Enhance the JavaScript
language with jQuery and jQuery mobile libraries Use Ajax calls for
background browser-server communication Style your web pages by
acquiring CSS2 and CSS3 skills Implement HTML5 features, including
geolocation, audio, video, and the canvas element Reformat your
websites into mobile web apps
PHP This! a Beginners Guide to Learning Object Oriented PHP - Michelle
Gosney 2013-06-05
PHP This! is a beginners book for developers who are new to object
oriented PHP web development. This goal of PHP This! is to teach the
PHP skills needed to be a junior PHP developer. These skills include an
introduction to object oriented PHP theory and instruction on how to
apply that theory to build a full custom MVC application, unit testing
with PHPUnit and code management with SVN. The instruction provided
by this book also applies to experienced software engineers with
expertise in other languages who have not had the opportunity yet to
learn object oriented PHP or to those who are new to web development
altogether. Object Oriented concepts can be confusing at first that is why
PHP This! provides a simple way to explain a confusing subject. The clear
explanations and examples will quickly teach you what Object Oriented
PHP is and how to use it, test it and manage it. Some key chapters and
subjects include: Chapter 1: Why Read This Book Sample Job
Description: Jr. PHP Developer The Eight Primary Categories of JQuery
Features Why Learn Object Oriented PHP Six Primary Advantages to
Learning Object Oriented Programming Chapter 2: PHP Objects &
Classes Overview - The Confusion of First Learning Object Oriented
Theory Explanation of a Class Explanation of an Object Instantiation
$this Variable Access Modifiers Inheritance Method Overriding Invoking
Parent Methods Horizontal Inheritance - Using Traits Encapsulation
Polymorphism Polymorphism vs. Method Overloading Polymorphism vs.
Method Overriding Late Binding / Dynamic Binding Chapter 3: PHP
Magic Methods Chapter 4: Abstract Classes & Methods abstract
Keyword Extending sub-classes from an Abstract Base Class Abstract
Methods final Keyword Chapter 5: Interfaces PHP Interfaces Explanation
of What Interfaces Are and Why They are Useful interface & implements
Keywords Implementing Multiple Interfaces Programming to the
Interface Design-by-Contract Chapter 6: Static Methods & Properties
The static Modifier The Scope Resolution Operator Static Properties
Static Methods Singleton Pattern Late Static Binding The static Keyword
vs. the self Keyword Chapter 7: PHP Error Control & Exception Handling
The Built-in Exception Class Throwing an Exception The try-catch-finally
Block Setting the Desired Error Sensitivity Level Setting Error Reporting
67 Error Reporting Sensitivity Levels Logging Options Chapter 8: The
Model-View-Controller Design Pattern Understanding the Model-ViewController Design Pattern Model View Controller The MCV URL
Structure & URL Mapping Using the .htaccess File The index.php File
The MVC Folder Structure Custom MVC Application - Restaurant Menu
Management Application Showing the Menu Adding a Menu Item
Assigning a Menu Item to a Menu Editing/Deleting Menu Items
Download the Source Code for the Custom MVC Application (Restaurant
Menu Management Application)
PHP Tutorials - Herong's Tutorial Examples - Herong Yang 2020-03-01
This PHP tutorial book is a collection of notes and sample codes written
by the author while he was learning PHP himself. It can be used as a
tutorial guide for beginners or a reference book for experienced
developers. Topics include PHP script file syntax; data types and iterals;
variables, operations and expressions; flow control and statements;
function declaration, arguments, and return values; array and ordered
maps; sending out emails; integrating with HTTP Web servers; accessing
HTTP requests and responses; managing sessions and cookies;
controlling HTTP response headers; accessing MySQL database server;
accessing files and directories; using SOAP extension; managing nonASCII characters; using classes and objects. Updated in 2020 (Version
Version 5.00) with macOS tutorials.
Getting Inside Java - Beginners Guide - Prem Kumar 2021-02-22
About the book: This textbook was written with two primary objectives.
The first is to introduce the Java programming language. Java is a
practical and still-current software tool; it remains one of the most
popular programming languages in existence, particularly in areas such
as embedded systems. Java facilitates writing code that is very efficient
and powerful and, given the ubiquity of Java compilers, can be easily
ported to many different platforms. Also, there is an enormous code-base
of Java programs developed, and many systems that will need to be
maintained and extended for many years to come. The second key
objective is to introduce the basic concepts of OOPs. Hope, It will be
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helpful. All the Best! -Prem Kumar About the author: Destiny drew Prem
Kumar towards computers when the IT industry was just making a big
evolution in India. Having completed his education from Silli Polytechnic
in Computer Science Engineering. He moved on with his higher studies
from Gandhi Institute for Technology, Bhubaneshwar. Prem has a
passion for exploring IT knowledge and is founder of well-growing, a
startup company "F5 Developers". He is a much sought after speaker on
various technology subjects and is a regular columnist for Open Source
and OSE Hub. His current affiliations include being a Founder of F5
Developers, a multi-service provider company including the subsidiary
companies of F5, i.e, THOR, F5 Initiative and OSE Hub. In recognition to
his contribution Microsoft awarded him the prestigious “Microsoft
Technology Associate” award in 2019 for Java Programming. He can be
reached at premkmr1611@gmail.com.
PHP in Action - Marcus Baker 2007-06-30
To keep programming productive and enjoyable, state-of-the-art
practices andprinciples are essential. Object-oriented programming and
design help managecomplexity by keeping components cleanly
separated. Unit testing helps preventendless, exhausting debugging
sessions. Refactoring keeps code supple andreadable. PHP offers all thisand more. PHP in Action shows you how to apply PHP techniques and
principles to all themost common challenges of web programming,
including: Web presentation and templates User interaction including
the Model-View-Contoller architecture Input validation and form
handling Database connection and querying and abstraction Object
persistence Purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free PDF,
ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available is all code from the
book.
How to Learn PHP, MySQL and Javascript Quickly! - Andrei Besedin
2019-01-26
With websites becoming an integral part of businesses across the globe
PHP, MySQL and JavaScript are the most powerful tools highly preferred
for the development of dynamic and robust websites or web applications.
Knowing the tools to be essential programming languages, PHP and
MySQL offer an easy-to-learn, robust, open source solution for creating
awesome content management and e-commerce websites. On the other
hand, JavaScript provides support for the most current media effects.
This topnotch guide book offers you the all you need to know about the
three tools. This powerful book on How to Learn PHP, MySQL and
Javascript Quickly (For Dummies) covers JavaScript, MySQL databases,
PHP programming, web technologies and applications, and some other
important information that can help in creating a superb website. Also,
the amazing book provides some benefits such as: •Learning PHP,
MySQL and JavaScript in-depth and addressing how they are vital tools
for dynamic website creation •Exploring PHP and MySQL from database
structure to complex quarries •Showing how to create a secure website,
maintaining a high level of security, and managing cookies and sessions
•Serving as essential reading for web designers •Great navigation index
for reference guides •Helping you master the JavaScript The key to
exploring the total benefits this success-driven book is to own it. No
doubt, we might not offer the best information about PHP, MySQL and
JavaScript and our weakness might be editing because we are not a
native speaker. But we aim to help you explore each tool separately,
learn to use them together, pick up web programming practices that are
valuable and put everything together to start creating superb websites.
The book is suitable for all budgets which means you can save up to
$1000 getting it. You can try the product for seven days; it is 100 percent
risk-free. However, if you are not satisfied, you can visit manage your
kindle page and ask for a refund within seven days. You can obtain your
copy of this great book about How to Learn PHP, MySQL and Javascript
Quickly (For Dummies) by clicking the buy button at the upper right side
of the page. Stop wasting time, obtain this product, and start creating
superb websites that will turn into the center of attraction!
Object Oriented PHP - Junade Ali 2017-04-25
Most PHP developers have a clear understanding of what technical debt
looks like and the business necessity of having resilient and reliable
code. With the release of PHP 7, the Object-Oriented language features
of PHP have matured significantly. This book seeks to discuss how you
can use Object-Oriented PHP now. In order to rapidly deliver value
through software, your codebase needs to be resilient to the forces of
change. This book will guide you through using Object-Orientation in
modern PHP to deliver a reliable and reusable code throughout the
design, development and construction phases. Whether working on a
brand new codebase or refactoring existing code, this book will discuss
the patterns to ensuring your codebase is resilient and reliable for years
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to come.
Learning PHP Design Patterns - William Sanders 2013-02-11
Build server-side applications more efficiently—and improve your PHP
programming skills in the process—by learning how to use design
patterns in your code. This book shows you how to apply several objectoriented patterns through simple examples, and demonstrates many of
them in full-fledged working applications. Learn how these reusable
patterns help you solve complex problems, organize object-oriented code,
and revise a big project by only changing small parts. With Learning PHP
Design Patterns, you’ll learn how to adopt a more sophisticated
programming style and dramatically reduce development time. Learn
design pattern concepts, including how to select patterns to handle
specific problems Get an overview of object-oriented programming
concepts such as composition, encapsulation, polymorphism, and
inheritance Apply creational design patterns to create pages
dynamically, using a factory method instead of direct instantiation Make
changes to existing objects or structure without having to change the
original code, using structural design patterns Use behavioral patterns to
help objects work together to perform tasks Interact with MySQL, using
behavioral patterns such as Proxy and Chain of Responsibility Explore
ways to use PHP’s built-in design pattern interfaces
Mastering MySQL for Web - Sufyan bin Uzayr 2022-03-24
In real-world applications, we see large amounts of data being generated
on an hourly basis. How do you think we can handle this data? To solve
our problems with large-sized data, MySQL shines bright as it is built to
handle data pools of all sizes with ease. Mastering MySQL for Web: A
Beginner's Guide attempts to explain why MySQL is considered to be one
of the most popular relative databases on the market, scoring great
points at critical parameters such as the number of downloads, mentions
in search results, and frequency of technical discussions on Internet
forums. We shall look at how fast, scalable, and easy to use this database
management system is compared to Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle
Database. MySQL is an open-source relational database management
system that works on many platforms in conjunction with PHP scripts to
create dynamic server-side or web-based enterprise applications. It
provides multi-user access to support many storage engines and is
backed by Oracle. In this Mastering MySQL for Web guide, you will learn
about database fundamentals, MySQL Workbench, MySQL basics,
Normalization, Data sorting in MySQL, MySQL functions, Advanced
MySQL operations, and many more exciting concepts about MySQL. This
book serves as a blueprint to the entire lifecycle of a MySQL Cluster
installation, starting with the installation and initial configuration,
moving through online configuration and schema changes, and
concluding with online upgrades. It aims to teach, step by step, about
MySQL compatibility with various models, capacity to produce new
models, support for common modeling activities, and management of
relationships and dependencies between models and their items. In
addition, this book walks you through the most common tools for
generating backups in several formats and shows what types and
characteristics are there. Learning MySQL with the help of our
Mastering series will help you to quickly understand how database
management systems operate in general. It can also enhance your logical
thinking and problem-solving ability. Moreover, SQL skills are in high
demand because almost every technical role in such industries as
Finance, Accounting, Web Development, and Digital Marketing require
an understanding of SQL. Therefore, no need to wait anymore, go
forward and learn SQL to advance your skill set! Learn more about our
other Mastering titles at:
https://www.routledge.com/Mastering-Computer-Science/book-series/MC
S
The Book of R - Tilman M. Davies 2016-07-16
The Book of R is a comprehensive, beginner-friendly guide to R, the
world’s most popular programming language for statistical analysis.
Even if you have no programming experience and little more than a
grounding in the basics of mathematics, you’ll find everything you need
to begin using R effectively for statistical analysis. You’ll start with the
basics, like how to handle data and write simple programs, before
moving on to more advanced topics, like producing statistical summaries
of your data and performing statistical tests and modeling. You’ll even
learn how to create impressive data visualizations with R’s basic
graphics tools and contributed packages, like ggplot2 and ggvis, as well
as interactive 3D visualizations using the rgl package. Dozens of handson exercises (with downloadable solutions) take you from theory to
practice, as you learn: –The fundamentals of programming in R, including
how to write data frames, create functions, and use variables,
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statements, and loops –Statistical concepts like exploratory data analysis,
probabilities, hypothesis tests, and regression modeling, and how to
execute them in R –How to access R’s thousands of functions, libraries,
and data sets –How to draw valid and useful conclusions from your data
–How to create publication-quality graphics of your results Combining
detailed explanations with real-world examples and exercises, this book
will provide you with a solid understanding of both statistics and the
depth of R’s functionality. Make The Book of R your doorway into the
growing world of data analysis.
Object-Oriented PHP - Peter Lavin 2006
Presents an introduction to PHP and object-oriented programming, with
information on such topics as classes, inheritance, RSS readers, and
XML.
Python Programming, Deep Learning - Anthony Adams 2021-12-17
Easily Boost Your Skills In Python Programming & Become A Master In
Deep Learning & Data Analysis! Python is an interpreted, high-level,
general-purpose programming language that emphasizes code
readability with its notable use of significant whitespace. What makes
Python so popular in the IT industry is that it uses an object-oriented
approach, which enables programmers to write clear, logical code for all
types of projects, whether big or small. Hone your Python Programming
skills and gain a sharp edge over other programmers the EASIEST way
possible... with this practical beginner’s guide! In his 3-in-1 Python crash
course for beginners, Anthony Adams gives novices like you simple, yet
efficient tips and tricks to become a MASTER in Python coding for
artificial intelligence, neural networks, machine learning, and data
science/analysis! Here’s what you’ll get: ✅ Highly innovative ways to
boost your understanding of Python programming, data analysis, and
machine learning ✅ Quickly and effectively stop fraud with machine
learning ✅ Practical and efficient exercises that make understanding
Python quick & easy And so much more! As a beginner, you might feel a
bit intimidated by the complexities of coding. Add the fact that most
Python Programming crash course guides make learning harder than it
has to be! ✓ With the help of this 3-in-1 guide, you will be given carefully
sequenced Python Programming lessons that’ll maximize your
understanding, and equip you with all the skills for real-life application! ★
Thrive in the IT industry with this comprehensive Python Programming
crash course! ★ Scroll up, Click on “Buy Now”, and Start Learning Today!
PHP - Mg Martin 2019-07-15
Discover the power of PHP as you take your web development skills to
the next level. PHP is the most common programming language for
server-side web development. One of the best things about this language
is that it is fairly easy to learn. This Book will cover all from Beginners,
Intermediate and Advanced Strategies to enhance your PHP skills. Inside
you will find and discover all you need: PHP: Basic Fundamental Guide
for Beginners How you can set up your PHP environment How you can
easily input PHP values for web users Learn more about operators,
expressions, arrays, and the variables in PHP Discover the power of
conditional statements Discover how to insert, delete, and update data in
a database Learn how to secure your passwords in PHP How to build a
complete member registration system PHP: A Comprehensive
Intermediate Guide to Learn the Concept of PHP Programming How to
use restful APIs in PHP Create PHP Graphics How to read, write, append
and delete files in PHP How you can prevent hackers from intruding your
site Discuss PHP sessions and cookies Advanced OOP-Classes, Methods
and objects PHP: Advanced Detailed Approach To Master PHP
Programming Language for Web Development Design patterns Building
a great API PHP coding styles Smarty templates Object-oriented
programming And many more. Are you ready to launch your PHP coding
skills to the next level?
Learning MySQL - Saied M.M. Tahaghoghi 2007-11-28
Presents instructions on using MySQL, covering such topics as
installation, querying, user management, security, and backups and
recovery.
Learning ActionScript 3.0 - Rich Shupe 2010-10-18
If you're new to ActionScript 3.0, or want to enhance your skill set, this
bestselling book is the ideal guide. Designers, developers, and
programmers alike will find Learning ActionScript 3.0 invaluable for
navigating ActionScript 3.0's learning curve. You'll learn the language by
getting a clear look at essential topics such as logic, event handling,
displaying content, classes, and much more. Updated for Flash
Professional CS5, this revised and expanded edition delivers hands-on
exercises and full-color code samples to help you increase your abilities
as you progress through the book. Topics are introduced with basic
syntax and class-based examples, so you can set your own pace for
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learning object-oriented programming. Harness the power and
performance of ActionScript 3.0 Control sound and video, including new
access to microphone data Create art with code by drawing vectors and
pixels at runtime Manipulate text with unprecedented typographic
control Animate graphics, create particle systems, and apply simple
physics Avoid common coding mistakes and reuse code for improved
productivity Load SWF, image, text, HTML, CSS, and XML file formats,
and more Authors Rich Shupe and Zevan Rosser draw on their
experience as Flash developers and instructors to give you a solid
ActionScript foundation, revealing ways you can use code for practical,
everyday projects.
The Joy of PHP - Alan Forbes 2015-12-04
Third Edition now with bonus chapters. Have you ever wanted to design
your own website or browser application but thought it would be too
difficult or just didn't know where to start? Have you found the amount
of information on the Internet either too daunting or not geared for your
skill set or worse-- just plain boring? Are you interested in learning to
program PHP and have some fun along the way? If so, then The Joy of
PHP by Alan Forbes is the book for you!! Alan starts with some basic
HTML so the absolute beginner can catch up quickly and then goes step
by step on how PHP works. You start with the easy stuff--like how to
create and run simple PHP scripts that modify web pages-- and then
build on what you've learned through a series of cohesive (and fun)
exercises that carry over from lesson to lesson. As the chapters progress
you begin to build a web site for a growing used car dealership business.
This approach keeps the material fun and challenging-- and gives what
you've learned a context to be relevant. A car dealership needs a
constantly changing web site because the inventory of cars is always
changing. HTML is not the answer for this kind of web site-- but PHP and
mySQL are! Throughout the book you will be working with the web site
for the car dealership and adding features and modifying it as the needs
of the business (and your knowledge) grow. This writing style reinforces
the previous lessons and keeps you engaged in a "real" project -- giving
you both a sense of accomplishment and an opportunity to apply what
you've learned to a realistic scenario. You are far more likely to retain
what you've learned using this approach than just reading dry syntax
documentation. The author has an easy and fun style of writing that
teaches you PHP in a simple, matter of fact manner while showing you
the most common uses of the commands you need to get the job done.
This keeps your learning pace quick and uncluttered. If you need it, he
also points you to several resources where you can learn more about the
other options a PHP function can offer and-- even better--how to read and
understand those resources. If you want to learn the PHP language in an
easy, enjoyable, well laid out manner and to learn why PHP and mySQL
are so powerful and fun to use then buy this book!! Do not buy this book
if you are looking for a comprehensive reference of boring PHP syntax.
This book does not attempt to cover everything about PHP. What it does
do-- and does well-- is take you from being a beginner who isn't even sure
what PHP is to someone who knows the sheer joy that only programming
dynamic sites can provide. You will become someone who can read,
write, and modify PHP scripts and you will be able make your website
come alive. Bonus Code All the source code referenced in the book is
available for easy download and well organized. You don't have to cut
and paste out of Kindle or retype code, unless you want to. There is even
a video tutorial showing how to get started. Topics Covered... - Installing
and configuring PHP - Introduction to HTML - Basic PHP Syntax - Some
Fun Right Away - Editors and Staying Organized - Variables, Numbers,
Dates and Strings - Control Structures - How to use a database, such as
mySQL - Using PHP and mySQL Together - How to create forms to
Display, Add, Edit, and Delete data - Session Variables - Working with
Images - PHP File Uploads - PHP Quirks and Tips - Security
Considerations This book is NOT the only book you'll ever need to read to
master PHP. The book is a gentle introduction to a very rich topic. The
hope of the author is to show you that PHP isn't really that scary after all,
it is something YOU can do, and it can even bring you joy once you get it.
Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C# - Svetlin Nakov
2013-09-01
The free book "Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#" is a
comprehensive computer programming tutorial that teaches
programming, logical thinking, data structures and algorithms, problem
solving and high quality code with lots of examples in C#. It starts with
the first steps in programming and software development like variables,
data types, conditional statements, loops and arrays and continues with
other basic topics like methods, numeral systems, strings and string
processing, exceptions, classes and objects. After the basics this
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fundamental programming book enters into more advanced
programming topics like recursion, data structures (lists, trees, hashtables and graphs), high-quality code, unit testing and refactoring,
object-oriented principles (inheritance, abstraction, encapsulation and
polymorphism) and their implementation the C# language. It also covers
fundamental topics that each good developer should know like algorithm
design, complexity of algorithms and problem solving. The book uses C#
language and Visual Studio to illustrate the programming concepts and
explains some C# / .NET specific technologies like lambda expressions,
extension methods and LINQ. The book is written by a team of
developers lead by Svetlin Nakov who has 20+ years practical software
development experience. It teaches the major programming concepts
and way of thinking needed to become a good software engineer and the
C# language in the meantime. It is a great start for anyone who wants to
become a skillful software engineer. The books does not teach
technologies like databases, mobile and web development, but shows the
true way to master the basics of programming regardless of the
languages, technologies and tools. It is good for beginners and
intermediate developers who want to put a solid base for a successful
career in the software engineering industry. The book is accompanied by
free video lessons, presentation slides and mind maps, as well as
hundreds of exercises and live examples. Download the free C#
programming book, videos, presentations and other resources from
http://introprogramming.info. Title: Fundamentals of Computer
Programming with C# (The Bulgarian C# Programming Book) ISBN:
9789544007737 ISBN-13: 978-954-400-773-7 (9789544007737) ISBN-10:
954-400-773-3 (9544007733) Author: Svetlin Nakov & Co. Pages: 1132
Language: English Published: Sofia, 2013 Publisher: Faber Publishing,
Bulgaria Web site: http://www.introprogramming.info License: CCAttribution-Share-Alike Tags: free, programming, book, computer
programming, programming fundamentals, ebook, book programming,
C#, CSharp, C# book, tutorial, C# tutorial; programming concepts,
programming fundamentals, compiler, Visual Studio, .NET, .NET
Framework, data types, variables, expressions, statements, console,
conditional statements, control-flow logic, loops, arrays, numeral
systems, methods, strings, text processing, StringBuilder, exceptions,
exception handling, stack trace, streams, files, text files, linear data
structures, list, linked list, stack, queue, tree, balanced tree, graph,
depth-first search, DFS, breadth-first search, BFS, dictionaries, hash
tables, associative arrays, sets, algorithms, sorting algorithm, searching
algorithms, recursion, combinatorial algorithms, algorithm complexity,
OOP, object-oriented programming, classes, objects, constructors, fields,
properties, static members, abstraction, interfaces, encapsulation,
inheritance, virtual methods, polymorphism, cohesion, coupling,
enumerations, generics, namespaces, UML, design patterns, extension
methods, anonymous types, lambda expressions, LINQ, code quality,
high-quality code, high-quality classes, high-quality methods, code
formatting, self-documenting code, code refactoring, problem solving,
problem solving methodology, 9789544007737, 9544007733
PHP Solutions - David Powers 2011-05-30
This is the second edition of David Powers' highly-respected PHP
Solutions: Dynamic Web Design Made Easy. This new edition has been
updated by David to incorporate changes to PHP since the first edition
and to offer the latest techniques—a classic guide modernized for 21st
century PHP techniques, innovations, and best practices. You want to
make your websites more dynamic by adding a feedback form, creating a
private area where members can upload images that are automatically
resized, or perhaps storing all your content in a database. The problem
is, you're not a programmer and the thought of writing code sends a chill
up your spine. Or maybe you've dabbled a bit in PHP and MySQL, but
you can't get past baby steps. If this describes you, then you've just
found the right book. PHP and the MySQL database are deservedly the
most popular combination for creating dynamic websites. They're free,
easy to use, and provided by many web hosting companies in their
standard packages. Unfortunately, most PHP books either expect you to
be an expert already or force you to go through endless exercises of little
practical value. In contrast, this book gives you real value right away
through a series of practical examples that you can incorporate directly
into your sites, optimizing performance and adding functionality such as
file uploading, email feedback forms, image galleries, content
management systems, and much more. Each solution is created with not
only functionality in mind, but also visual design. But this book doesn't
just provide a collection of ready-made scripts: each PHP Solution builds
on what's gone before, teaching you the basics of PHP and database
design quickly and painlessly. By the end of the book, you'll have the
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confidence to start writing your own scripts or—if you prefer to leave
that task to others—to adapt existing scripts to your own requirements.
Right from the start, you're shown how easy it is to protect your sites by
adopting secure coding practices.
Learning PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, and CSS - Robin Nixon
2012-08-27
Learn how to build interactive, data-driven websites—even if you don’t
have any previous programming experience. If you know how to build
static sites with HTML, this popular guide will help you tackle dynamic
web programming. You’ll get a thorough grounding in today’s core open
source technologies: PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, and CSS. Explore each
technology separately, learn how to combine them, and pick up valuable
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web programming concepts along the way, including objects, XHTML,
cookies, and session management. This book provides review questions
in each chapter to help you apply what you’ve learned. Learn PHP
essentials and the basics of object-oriented programming Master MySQL,
from database structure to complex queries Create web pages with PHP
and MySQL by integrating forms and other HTML features Learn
JavaScript fundamentals, from functions and event handling to accessing
the Document Object Model Pick up CSS basics for formatting and
styling your web pages Turn your website into a highly dynamic
environment with Ajax calls Upload and manipulate files and images,
validate user input, and secure your applications Explore a working
example that brings all of the ingredients together
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